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Abstract
The Lindsay Formation located in southern Ontario has been selected as a site for the construction
of a deep geological repository for low to intermediate level nuclear waste. In order to prevent the
migration of any radionuclides escaping the engineered barriers within the repository, the underlying
material, Lindsay Limestone, must also be treated as an additional barrier. This thesis examines the
use of hydraulic pulse testing in order to estimate the permeability of Lindsay Limestone. Tests are
performed on 100 mm diameter samples cored both perpendicular to and along the bedding planes.
The samples are subjected to isotropic conﬁning stresses that are cycled from 5 MPa to 20 MPa
resulting in a seven times increase in permeability perpendicular to the bedding plane, and a slight
decrease parallel to the bedding plane. Including the recorded alterations, permeability estimates all
remain ≤ 10−22m2 showing that the material is a good candidate for a geological repository.
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Résumé
La Formation Lindsay, qui se trouve au sud-est de l'Ontario, a recemment été selectionée pour la
construction d'un repositoire souterrain de dechets nucleaires. Puisque les elements radionucleaires
sont entreposé sous la terre, leur migration est normalement empechée en utilisant des barrieres
artiﬁcielles. Cela dit, pour créer un projet qui sera eﬃcace pour la demi-vie des isotopes radioactives,
de 50 000 a 100 000 ans, il faut aussi considérer la formation de roches sous le site comme étant une
barriere additionelle. Cette thèse examine l'utilisation des tests de pulsion hydraulique pour estimer
la perméabilitée de la Roche Calcaire Lindsay. Les tests ont été faits sur des cylindres ayant un
diametre de 100 mm. Ces cylindres ont été prélevés de la roche dans la direction parallèle au plan de
stratiﬁcation ainsi que perpendiculairement cette direction. Durant les tests, les specimens ont été
sujet a des pressions uniformes qui ont été variées de 5 MPa a 20 MPa. Ceci a causé une augmentation
de la permeabilitée dans les spécimens perpendiculaires au plan de sratiﬁcation d'environ 7 fois la
permeabilitée originale, et une petite diminution de la permeabilitée dans la direction des plaines de
déposition. Malgré les changements aux valeurs de la perméabilitée dans les spécimens, ces valeurs
sont restées ≤ 10−22m2, ce qui indique que le site est idéal pour la construction d'un repositoire
souterrain.
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1 Introduction
Since the introduction of nuclear energy the topic of nuclear waste disposal has been in constant
development. Over the years, many solutions have been proposed, including sea bed disposal, dry
cask storage and encasing in concrete. Currently, however, the most widely accepted technology
involves the waste being encased and buried in carefully selected sites, often referred to as Deep
Geological Repositories (DGRs) (Chapman and McKinley, 1987).
In order for a site to be considered a good candidate as a DGR, it must be considered geologically
stable for periods of time longer than the expected life of the stored waste, which can exceed 100 000
years (Cavé et al., 2009). This means that the site must be geologically and seismically stable and
must also be resistant to the migration of any radionuclides which escape from the storage facility.
While the design of such repositories also relies on engineered barriers, which include waste containers
and installed clay barriers, a great deal of emphasis is also placed on the material properties of the
geological formation in which the respository is placed. Therefore in the case where leakage from
the engineered barriers takes place, the surrounding rock formation must be impermeable enough
to prevent the migrating radionuclides from progressing further (Chapman and McKinley, 1987).
While typically crystaline, high strength rocks located in stable regions such as granite are selected
as DGR sites, attention has recently expanded to include sedimentary rock formations (Cavé et al.,
2009; Vilks and Miller, 2007). This shift in location type has been caused partly by the self-healing
properties attributed to sedimentary rocks as well as the proximity of such formations to existing
nuclear reactors. The Lindsay Formation, which is located in close proximity to the largest nuclear
power plant in North America, the Bruce Nuclear Power Generating Plant, located in Bruce County
Ontario, is an example of this.
The Lindsay formation, composed primarily of Lindsay Limestone, is currently being considered
as a site for the storage of low to intermediate nuclear waste by the Nuclear Waste Management
Organization (NWMO). The formation has the lowest hydraulic conductivity at the proposed DGR
site, is geomechanically stable, contains only isolated shallow groundwater resources, has low natural
resource potential and is seismically quiet making it a suitable geological formation for the proposed
DGR (Gartner Lee Limited, 2008). This thesis focuses on the use of axial hydraulic pulse tests to
experimentally determine the permeability of 100 mm diameter cylinders of Lindsay Limestone and
the changes to the permeability resulting from an increase in conﬁning pressure.
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2 Literature Review
Fluid transport through porous media was ﬁrst studied by French scientist Henry Philibert Gaspart
Darcy (1803-1856) while designing the water supply for the town of Dijon. His work was published in
his Memoirs titled Les Fontaines Publiques de la Ville de Dijon (Darcy, 1856) which forms the basis
for all subsequent research. The principal result obtained from his research was the determination
that the velocity (v) of a ﬂuid is proportional to the permeability (k) of the transport medium, the
hydraulic gradient (i) to which the material is subjected, and the inverse of the dynamic viscosity
(µ) of the ﬂuid in question. This result is often denoted as v = kγwµ i. While testing techniques have
advanced signiﬁcantly since Darcy's work, this fundamental principle remains unchanged. References
to the study of permeability can be found in past and recent literature including Brace et al. (1968),
Hsieh et al. (1981), Selvadurai and Carnaﬀan (1997), Suri et al. (1997), Butler Jr. (1998), Tokunaga
and Kameya (2003), Selvadurai et al. (2005), Selvadurai and Selvadurai (2007), Selvadurai and
Glowacki (2008), Selvadurai (2009) and Selvadurai et al. (2010).
2.1 Factors aﬀecting permeability
While permeability is considered to be an intrinsic property, many other factors can have an inﬂuence
on a measured value. These factors include the stress state, sample damage, the level of saturation
of the sample and the properties of the permeating ﬂuid. The inﬂuence of these parameters can
cause both temporary or permanent changes in the porous matrix, or even cause deviations from the
assumptions in theoretical models which can alter the perceived permeability by several orders of
magnitude. The following section explores the recorded research describing these inﬂuences on rock
permeability.
2.1.1 Stress State
Alterations of the stress state of a porous medium can cause both reversible and permanent alter-
ations to the porous matrix. A recent study by Glowacki (2008) reviewed the studies in this area. A
brief record of the individual studies are presented here for completeness. Stress-induced alterations
in permeability were ﬁrst observed by Fatt and Davis (1952) and Fatt (1953) in the study of the eﬀects
of overburden on extractability of petroleum from the underlying rock. Tests performed showed that
the resulting decrease in permeability caused by the increase in applied conﬁning pressures caused
increased diﬃculties in oil extraction. These results were further corroborated by McLatchie et al.
(1958) when tests revealed that the permeability of reservoir rock is inversely correlated to both
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conﬁning pressures and clay content.
Wyble (1958) showed that the application of isotropic compression to anisotropic sandstone re-
sulted in a decrease in permeability and porosity. This thesis describes the tests performed on
sandstone both parallel and perpendicular to the bedding plane of the rock, noting that both the
permeability and the eﬀect of conﬁning stresses were greater in the direction of the bedding plane
than in the orthogonal direction. This decrease in permeability under compressive loading was ex-
plained by the compression of the matrix which caused a decrease in porespace and channel volume
through which ﬂuid could percolate. While the same eﬀect of conﬁning stresses was noted by Gray
(1962), a greater change in permeability was noted perpendicular to the bedding plane than along
the bedding plane. While these results may be indicative of diﬀerences between the materials tested,
it is more likely that it was a result of the arbitrary manner in which the directions of the bedding
planes were determined by Gray (1962), which involved simple visual inspection of the specimens.
In 1968, Brace et al. performed permeability measurements on Westerly granite. By varying
the conﬁning pressures from 5 MPa to 400 MPa, they noticed a decrease of permeability from
350×10−21m2 to 4 ×10−21m2, approximately two orders of magnitude. They related this change to
both the closing of existing microcracks as well as pore collapse and compression. The decrease in
permeability caused by the application of large conﬁning pressures was also noted by Knutson and
Bohor (1963), Bernaix (1969), and Kranz et al. (1979). In 1981, Haystee and Roegiers performed
permeability tests on samples under both compressive and tensile stresses. They noted that while
compressive stress decreased permeability, tensile stresses resulted in an increase in premeability
measurements, further validating the prior explanations for this phenomenon.
Bernabe (1986) continued this area of research by performing the evaluation of the possible
existence of hesteresis in permeability as an eﬀect of cyclic application of conﬁning stresses. The
tests performed on Barre Granite and Chlemsford Granite and were conducted both in the direction of
the bedding planes and normal to the bedding planes. The results showed 20% and 15% variations in
permeability respectively, further conﬁrming the directionality of permeability and the importance of
properly identifying the direction of the bedding planes. Bernabe (1986) further noted that hysteresis
was present during the loading cycles but decreased signiﬁcantly after the initial cycle. The studies
by Glowacki (2008) and Selvadurai and Glowacki (2008) represent the most recent of investigations
where the alterations in permeability of cylindrical samples during the application of cell pressure
by a triaxial cell is investigated. Stress paths involving both increase and decrease of cell pressure
are used to estimate the permeability alterations in Indiana Limestone. The tests were performed
using the pump ﬂow technique described in Section 2.2.2.
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The results of these many investigations show that permeability is not only aﬀected by the
stress state in which a material is tested, but also by the stress history to which that material
has been subjected. This demonstrates the importance of properly developing a test so as not to
alter the measured permeabilities from those which would be experienced under site conditions.
More recently, emphasis has been placed on the importance of testing materials under simulated site
conditions to characterize the site in its existing conditions (Carnaﬀan, 1997; Glowacki, 2008; Mattar,
2009; Selvadurai, 2010). The characterisation of the inﬂuence of stress states, inhomogeneities and
fractures on rock permeability has been the focus of the research in the Environmental Geomechanics
Laboratory at McGill University and is also where research for the theses by Glowacki (2008), Mattar
(2009) and Selvadurai (2010) was conducted. These ﬁndings are also documented in the articles by
Selvadurai and Carnaﬀan (1997), Mattar and Selvadurai (2009), Selvadurai and Selvadurai (2010)
and Selvadurai et al. (2010).
2.1.2 Material Damage
Permeability testing can be very sensitive to physical alterations to the sample both before and
during the test process. All forms of damage should be avoided or prevented where possible to
obtain results representative of the site being tested. The two primary forms of damage discussed in
this section can be classiﬁed as: 1) chemical eﬀects, 2) physical and mechanical damage.
Chemical eﬀects can result in both the removal of existing material by dissolution, or the precipi-
tation/deposition of previously dissolved substances into the specimen. The changes to permeability
measurements resulting from such alterations can be signiﬁcant. To mitigate this eﬀect, chemically
inert ﬂuids should be selected to test materials which are naturally located in stable environments.
Many innert ﬂuids have been used for this purpose including demineralized water (Freeman and
Bush, 1983), kerosene (Kranz et al, 1979), mineral oil (Heystee and Roegiers, 1981), de-aired ﬁltered
water (Selvadurai and Carnaﬀan, 1997; Selvadurai and Mattar, 2009; Selvadurai and Glowacki, 2008;
Selvadurai and Selvadurai, 2009) as well as Nitrogen (Bourbie and Walls, 1982) and other inert gasses
(Klinkenberg, 1941; Bamforth, 1987; Cabera and Lynsdale, 1988; Hearn and Mills, 1991; Ahmed et
al., 1991). In addition to the use of innert ﬂuids, mitigation techniques have also been suggested.
These include heating cores to break down clay particles (Freeman and Bush, 1983) and the use of
shorter tests (Banthia and Mindess, 1989). While such techniques are far from perfect, it has also
been suggested that the use of the natural ﬂuid to which the material is subjected may result in a
chemically stable test.
Physical damage can be introduced in a sample through sample extraction, transport and prepa-
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ration. It can have two principal eﬀects: cracking, which results in an increase in permeability, and
the introduction of particles which can result in pore clogging and an apparent decrease in perme-
ability (Selvadurai and Glowacki, 2008; Selvadurai and Mattar, 2009; Selvadurai and Selvadurai,
2009). As a result of this, care must be taken to avoid cracking samples through careless handling or
during oven drying (Cabera and Lynsdale, 1988). Additionally, clean ﬂuid sources and tubes must
be used to prevent the introduction of particulate matter which may result in the clogging of the
sample (Mattar and Selvadurai, 2009).
While both forms of sample damage may cause challenges in permeability testing, they are also
of great interest in practice. The eﬀects of chemical dissolution of material are widely tested in
the petroleum industry, which uses sulfuric acid to dissolve aquifer rock in order to increase ﬂow
rates of oil. Similarly, the corrosive nature of CO2 can result in signiﬁcant dissolution of a porous
media. With the current interest in carbon dioxide sequestration projects, these eﬀects must be
studied in order to properly account for, and mitigate potential problems (Jeong and Mamora,
2005). Furthermore, the examination of existing ﬁssures and damage caused to the surrounding
material by excavation practices are important in the studies of low permeability materials where
ﬁssures govern ﬂuid transport (Mattar and Selvadurai, 2009). Such results can be of great interest
in design of dams, nuclear waste repositories and many other engineering structures.
2.1.3 Degree of Saturation
To accurately measure the permeability of a material, all accessible pore space must be saturated
with the test ﬂuid. This means that if water permeability tests are being performed, the specimen
must ﬁrst be saturated with water. If the sample is not completely saturated, issues relating to
surface tension eﬀects, gas dissolving into the solution, and multi-phase ﬂow can cause inaccuracies
in the measurements (Selvadurai and Glowacki, 2008).
To mitigate issues related to sample saturation, many saturation techniques have been suggested.
Cabrera and Lynsdale (1988) used oven drying to completely remove water from the specimen prior
to air permeability tests. The removal of water eliminated surface tension eﬀects which decrease
the eﬀective pore space and cause the measured permeability to be lower than the true permeability
of the material. These results were also reported by Bamforth (1987) who noted a change in the
measured gas permeability by a factor of 75 when transitioning from water saturated to oven dried
samples.
In ﬂuid ﬂow tests, many saturation techniques have been suggested. Banthia and Mindess (1989)
suggested forcing liquid through the sample until it was saturated. However, this has been shown
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to take long periods of time and high pressure gradients to achieve. While it may prove eﬀective for
testing thin samples where the saturation time is reasonable, the time required to achieve saturation
in larger samples make this process ineﬀective. Therefore, to make the saturation of larger samples
possible, diﬀerent techniques needed to be developed. Daewaele et al. (1991) suggested submerging
the specimen until it was saturated. This technique has proved eﬀective for high permeability mate-
rials, and is still relatively standard for saturation of concrete samples. A more involved procedure,
suggested by Hearn and Mills (1991), was to use vacuum saturation of the samples. This involves
submerging the sample in a chamber and then subjecting the sample to vacuum. While this tech-
nique has proved more eﬀective than the simple water submersion the results are not perfect and
small amounts of air often remain in the sample. Selvadurai and Glowacki (2008) determined that
vacuum saturation alone was inadequate to quickly remove all air present within a specimen. They
found that in addition to submerging a specimen in a vacuum chamber, when a vibration is applied
to the chamber, the air removal is enhanced. This technique has since been used successfully in all
research on low permeability materials conducted in the Environmental Geomechanics Laboratory
at McGill University (Glowacki, 2008; Mattar, 2009).
2.1.4 Permeating ﬂuid
The use of diﬀerent ﬂuids in order to conduct permeability tests on a single material can lead to
diﬀerent results. These variations are usually attributed to diﬀerences in the compressibility and
dynamic viscosity of the ﬂuid used in the test. In general, however, these properties are accounted
for in theoretical models and have little impact on the results, meaning that no diﬀerence should be
seen between tests performed with water, air, kerosene or any other applicable ﬂuid. Despite this,
Klinkenberg (1941) showed that gas permeabilities can vary widely from the liquid permeability of
most materials. He noted that the diﬀerence between gas and liquid test results increased as the true
permeability of the material decreases. He attributed this to the invalidity of the assumption that
ﬂuid is stagnant at the ﬂuid solid interface that is made by the Poisseuille ﬂow model when gases are
used. Since gases are able to slide at the interfaces, Klinkenberg refered to this phenomenon as gas
slippage, but it has since been referred to as the Klinkenberg eﬀect. Bamforth (1987) and Ahmed et
al. (1991) have both validated the Klinkenberg eﬀect concluding that gas slippage can result in up
to a 78.5 times increase in the apparent permeability of a material.
Klinkenberg (1941) and Bamforth (1987) both proposed the use of correction factors in order to
account for this diﬀerence between gas and liquid permeability measurements. Klinkenberg (1941)
proposed an empirical relationship to relate obtained gas permeability measurements to the actual
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ﬂuid permeability of a material, which is more relevent to most applications. This relationship was
based on the results obtained from a limited number of tests performed on oil sands and can be
expressed as follows:
Kl =
Kg
1 + bpm
(1)
where the experimentally determined constant b is given as b = 0.777K−0.39l , Kl is the eﬀective liquid
permeability in m2, Kg is the apparent gas permeability in m
2 and pm is the ﬂow pressure of the
gas in atmospheres. Bamforth (1987) built on this model by proposing a more general expression for
b based on results obtained from experimental work performed on various concrete mixtures. While
these corrections are eﬀective, it is still preferable to obtain the ﬂuid permeability directly if possible
as direct results are always more reliable than those inferred using empirical relationships.
2.2 Permeability Testing Techniques
Various methods for determining material permeability are discussed in the literature including Brace
et al. (1968), Hsieh et al. (1981), Selvadurai and Carnaﬀan (1997), Suri et al. (1997), Butler Jr.
(1998), Tokunaga and Kameya(2003), Selvadurai et al. (2005), Selvadurai and Selvadurai (2007),
Selvadurai and Glowacki (2008), Selvadurai (2009), Selvadurai et al. (2010) and Selvadurai (2010).
These techniques can be split into two general groups; Steady-State tests and Transient tests, each
of which can be applied for in-situ and laboratory testing.
2.2.1 In-situ Permeability Testing
In-situ permeability tests are commonly used in the ﬁeld to estimate the permeability of soils and
clays. These tests are useful because they provide information on material permeability of a sample
in a relatively undisturbed state. Since the removal of low strength materials, such as soil, clay or
soft rocks, can cause irreversible alterations to its properties, in-situ tests can be much more reliable
than laboratory testing. However, for higher strength materials that often have lower permeabili-
ties, such as granite, removed specimens are usually undamaged, rendering laboratory testing quite
representative.
The oldest and simplest in-situ permeability test is the borehole recharge test. In this test, the
natural water table is measured in a borehole and is then lowered using a pump. When the pump
is turned oﬀ the borehole will then ﬁll with water until it returns to its original level. The rate
of change of the water level is then used to estimate the permeability of the surrounding material.
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This technique is not very accurate, however, it has the advantage of being implemented with little
expertise, low cost and simple equipment.
In order to overcome the inaccuracy of the borehole recharge test, various packer tests have been
developed. These tests, shown in Figure 1, use either a single or pair of packers in order to plug the
end of a section of a borehole. The space in between the packers can then be pressurized in order
to induce ﬂow into the surrounding material. Brederhoeft and Papadopulos (1980) observed the
decay caused by pressurizing such cavities. They then developed a curve matching technique based
on theoretical models in order to estimate the permeability based on the observed time dependant
change in pressure. The packer tests were further expanded on by Franklin and Dusseault (1989).
They expanded on this technique by applying a constant ﬂow into the cavity and allowing the
resulting pressure to stabilize. Empirically determined equations were then developed in order to
relate these results to the material permeability. While these tests can be easily applied in the
ﬁeld, if the packers cannot provide an adequate seal or if additional material properties are required,
laboratory testing may be essential.
2.2.2 Steady-State Permeability Tests
Steady state permeability tests can be divided into (1) constant pressure ﬂow techniques and (2)
pump ﬂow techniques. The diﬀerence between these two methodologies is that in constant pressure
ﬂow testing, a constant pressure diﬀerential is applied and the ﬂow out of the sample is measured,
whereas with pump ﬂow tests, a constant ﬂow rate is applied and the resulting hydraulic gradient
is measured. These are referred to as steady state tests because they require time until either
the ﬂow rate or hydraulic gradient have stabilized in order to estimate the material permeability.
While both methods have been extensively used over the years, the developement of electronic
pressure transducers and metering pumps have made the pump ﬂow method preferable for low
permeability material due primarily to the cost diﬀerence in using mass-ﬂow meters and constant
pressure delivering pumps. The constant pressure ﬂow method is still commonly used for high
permeability materials, such as soils, in which ﬂow volume can be readily measured using water
accumulation in a graduated cylinder, and for extremely low permeability rocks using constant
pressure metering pumps.
While only two classes of steady state tests exist, over the years many diﬀerent approaches to
each have been taken. In 1971, Daw used a modiﬁed Hoek-Franklin Triaxial cell, shown in Figure
2, in order to test 25 mm diameter samples of 25 mm length. He performed tests by applying a
constant pressure across the specimen and recording the induced rate of ﬂow. The use of a triaxial
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Figure 1: Single (a) and double (b) packer test for determining in situ hydraulic conductivity.
Observation wells not shown. (after Franklin and Dusseault, 1989)
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a Hoek-Franklin triaxial cell modiﬁed to perform permeability tests.
(after Daw, 1971)
cell and constant hydraulic gradient tests have since been used by Banthia and Mindess (1989) using
50 mm diameter 6 mm thick samples of cement paste. Additional approaches for ﬂow tests using this
technique include Muelen and Dijk (1969) and Bamforth (1987), who sealed the samples in epoxy in
order to prevent leakage; Goto and Roy (1981) who used gas pressure applied to a hydraulic piston to
maintain constant ﬂuid pressure to the sample; Heystee and Roegiers (1981) who performed the ﬁrst
radial hydraulic gradient test; Hearn and Mills (1991) who designed a permeameter which sealed the
outside of the sample using a rubber seal within an aluminum conﬁning ring; and other researchers
who used the radial expansion of rubber rings under axial stress to seal the circumference of test
specimens (Poon et al., 1986; Cabrera and Lynsdale, 1988).
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The ﬁrst pump ﬂow steady state tests were recorded by Olson (1966) and Olson et al (1985). for
measuring the permeability of silty sands and silty clays. The test was found to be advantageous in
avoiding the problems associated with the measurement of extremely small ﬂow rates. This technique
was applied to radial specimens for pemeability measurements of a sandstone block by Selvadurai
and Selvadurai (2007) by epoxy sealing the surface of the drilled out sample and the use of an O-ring.
The seal allowed the internal cavity to pressurize and ﬂow to occur outward in the radial direction.
This procedure was later repeated by Mattar and Selvadurai (2009) who performed radial ﬂow tests,
shown in Figure 3, on intact and cracked samples of Indiana Limestone. The pump ﬂow method was
also adapted for use with a modiﬁed triaxial cell by Selvadurai and Glowacki (2008). This setup,
shown in Figure 4, was used in order to observe permeability alterations due to changes in uniform
stress states of Indiana Limestone. This technique was again slightly modiﬁed by Selvadurai and
Selvadurai (2010) in order to incorporate computational modelling to simulate steady state surface
ﬂow through a cuboidal sample of Indiana Limestone. This test used a permeameter which was
sealed to the surface of the cube using a rubber gasket and hydraulic piston, shown in Figure 5, and
implemented computational modelling to determine the local permeability based on the obtained
steady state pressure diﬀerential.
Although steady state testing provides consistent results with little knowledge of other material
properties, it is often extremely time consuming particularly when low permeability materials (k in
the range of 10−7 − 10−10m2) are tested. The sample must be thoroughly saturated, as is discussed
in section 6.2, which can be diﬃcult to achieve. Powers et al. (1954) showed that 25 mm diameter
12 mm thick samples of portland cement paste, which generally have permeabilities ranging from
10−16−10−18m2, can require as long as 4 weeks to reach steady state. This time can be expected to
increase signiﬁcantly when progressing to materials of lower permeability such as granite (10−19 −
10−24m2) (Trimmer et al., 1980; Brace, 1984; Detournay and Cheng, 1993; Selvadurai et al., 2005).
In addition, even for such small samples, the required hydraulic gradients can increase to as high
as 35 000 (Goto and Roy, 1981), which can result in damage to the tested materials. Since even
small amounts of damage can cause large changes in the permeability of low permeability materials,
transient techniques are usally implemented.
2.2.3 Transient Permeability Measurements
Unlike steady state tests, transient permeability testing does not allow a constant hydraulic gradient
or rate of ﬂow to develop. Instead the change in one of these properties is recorded as a function
of time, and the permeability is then estimated using analytical techniques, empirical models and
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Figure 3: A cross-section of the radial steady-state permeability testing appara- tus with Indiana
limestone sample (central cavity diameter = 25.4 mm, sample diameter = 100 mm and sample length
= 200 mm). (after Mattar, 2009)
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Figure 4: A cross-section of the triaxial cell used for the testing of cylindrical cores (100 mm diameter
by 200 mm length). (after Glowacki, 2007)
Figure 5: General arrangement of the patch permeability test for use with an Indiana Limestone
cube. (after Selvadurai, 2010)
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curve ﬁtting.
The ﬁrst transient permeability test was performed by Brace et al. (1968) in order to test
Westerly Granite cores of 16.1 mm diameter and 25.2 mm length. A pulse decay technique was
used in which the sample was conﬁned using a rubber gasket between two ﬂuid reservoirs, shown in
Figure 6. The upstream and downstream reservoirs are initially pressurized to the same pressure and
the stone is allowed time to develope a constant internal pressure. The upstream reservoir pressure
is then increased by a small amount (0.05 x the initial pressure) and the decay curve is recorded.
The ﬂow is modelled as one dimensional transient ﬂow using partial diﬀerential equations, and the
solution is generated using diﬀerent permeability values. This small initial diﬀerential allowed the
hydraulic gradient across the sample to be assumed to be constant at any point in time. This
assumption reduced the analytical solution to a simple exponential decay which made it possible
to linearize the results and use simple linear regression techniques which can be performed without
the aid of computers. While these tests provided the ﬁrst account of such low permeabilities being
accurately measured, Brace et al. (1968) noted several severe limitations in their technique. First,
the test duration could not exceed 30 minutes before interference due to secondary eﬀects (leakage
and temperature variations) began to dominate. Second, the model used was only valid for materials
with low porositites and compressibilities, and third, the pressure diﬀerential must be small in order
for the exponential assumption to be valid. Furthermore, technological limitations made it diﬃcult
to accurately measure small pressure changes at high pressures. A slight modiﬁcation of the test was
proposed by Kranz et al. (1979) who modiﬁed the apparatus to use a diﬀerential pressure transducer
across the sample simplifying the measurements of the hydraulic gradient.
In 1981, Hsieh et al. presented an analytical series solution to the initial value problem presented
by Brace et al. (1968) that accounted for the compressive storage of the permeating ﬂuid in the
rock. While the testing procedure was the same as that used by Brace et al. (1968) and Kranz et al.
(1979), the modiﬁed solution was more diﬃcult to implement. Curve ﬁtting techniques were no longer
possible as the permeability parameter was found to be within the summation term. While Neuzil
et al. (1981) proposed the use of a graphical approach to estimate the permeability, Trimmer (1981)
proposed that the systematic error introduced by the simpliﬁed model (Brace et al. 1968) could
be minimized if the ratio of eﬀective porespace to resevoir volume is minimized. Using parametric
analysis, he found that with a resevoir to pore space ratio of four, the discrepancy between the two
models is reduced to less than 10%. This made the simpliﬁed model preferable when the sample size
and reservoir volume could be adjusted.
Bourbie and Walls (1982) presented a slightly diﬀerent pulse permeability testing technique.
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Figure 6: The conﬁned sample arrangement used in transient pulse decay test. (after Brace et al.,
1968)
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While the setup was very similar to that used by Brace et al. (1968), the test was performed by
increasing the upstream pressure and maintaining it constant. The diﬀerential pressure is monitored
but the change in hydraulic gradient is instead caused by the accumulation of ﬂuid in the downstream
reservoir. This test was presented with an analytical solution similar to the one presented by Hsieh
et al (1981) with slightly modiﬁed boundary conditions. The tests were performed using Nitrogen
gas, and were found to agree with steady state tests on the same samples. The solution to the one
dimensional transient state problem has been further explored by Selvadurai (2009) where residual
internal pressures are accounted for. The model shows that pre-existing internal pressures can
signiﬁcantly modify estimated permeabilities obtained using pulse decay techniques.
While only axial ﬂow testing has been discussed, radial ﬂow testing is also possible. Selvadurai
and Carnaﬀan (1997) used radial pulse decay techniques to measure the permeability of Portland
Cement grouts. To perform these tests, the inner cavity of a hollowed out cement cylinder was
pressurized with water while leaving the outside boundary at atmospheric pressure. The ends of the
specimen were sealed using epoxy, and an O-ring was used to prevent leakage around the specimen. A
similar analytical solution to that presented by Hsieh et al (1981) was used graphically to determine
the permeability of the test material. Similar tests were also performed on intact Barre Granite
cylinders by Selvadurai et al. (2005). A summary of permeability measurements obtained from
various sources can be found in Table 1.
3 Theoretical Background
3.1 Darcy's Law
Fluid transport through porous media was ﬁrst studied by Henry Philibert Gaspart Darcy (1803-
1856). He proposed that the rate of ﬂuid transport is governed by variations in hydraulic scalar
potential φ. He noted that as the gradient in scalar potential was increased, the resulting ﬂow
velocity v (dimenstion L/T) increased proportionally. Introducing a new constant, referred to as
permeability, he proposed that ﬂuid transport be governed by
v∼ = −
kγw
µ
∇φ (2)
in which k is the permeability (dimenstion L2), µ is the dynamic viscosity of the permeating ﬂuid
(dimenstion M/LT) and γw is the unit weight of water (dimenstion M/L2T2). φ is the hydraulic potential
evaluated as total hydraulic potential (dimenstion L), which consistes of the datum potential φD and
16
Table 1: Historical permeability values for various materials
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the pressure potential φp and is given by φ = φD + φp. The permeability has since been generalized
to be directionally dependent and represented as a symmetric tensor quantity. It is important to
note that while Darcy's law is still widely used, it is only applicable in the case of laminar ﬂow where
the Reynolds number is low (Re ≈ 1− 10)(Mavko et al., 1998), see Selvadurai and Selvadurai (2010)
for further discussion of the applicability of Darcy's Law.
3.2 Conservation of Mass
As with many ﬂuid dynamics problems, conservation of mass is an essential assumption. In the case
of ﬂuid dynamics, the standard derivation of this relation can be obtained by looking at the mass
ﬂowing through an arbitrary surface of a porous media as is shown in Figure 7 (Selvadurai, 2000).
The conservation of mass relationship for a porous material can therefore be given as
∂ (nρ)
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρv∼
)
= 0 (3)
where n is the material porosity, ρ is the ﬂuid density and v∼ is the ﬂuid velocity. The complete
derivation of equation 3 can be found in Selvadurai (2000).
3.3 Piezo-Conduction Equation
Assuming linear compressibility of the solid skelleton (Ceff ) and the ﬂuid (Cw) and that the pressure
potential is much greater than the datum potential, equation 2 can be reduced to the piezo-conduction
equation. This is the PDE governing advective ﬂow in a porous medium and is given as
Dp∇2φp = ∂φp
∂t
(4)
where the diﬀusive coeﬃcient Dp is given by
Dp =
k
µ [nCw + Ceff ]
(5)
and n is the porosity of the material (Selvadurai, 2006).
3.4 1D Equation for Axial Flow
The equation for a pressure pulse decay in a porous medium can be obtained directly from the
piezo-conduction equation. This can be done by reducing the equation to a single dimension and
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the axial pulse equation can be obtained (equation 6). A full derivation of this relationship can be
found in Selvadurai (2000).
(nCw + Ceff )µ
k
∂φ
∂t
=
∂2
∂x2
φ (6)
3.5 Boundary Conditions
To solve equation 6 for the axial test setup used in this thesis, the following boundary conditions
must be applied:
Φ
(
∂φ
∂x
)
x=0
=
(
∂φ
∂t
)
t=0
;φ (∞, t) = 0 (7)
and the initial conditions
φ(x, 0) = 0 (8)
φ(0, t) = φ0δ (t) (9)
where
Φ =
(
Ak
µVwCw
)
, (10)
A is the exposed area of the porous media, Vw is the pressurized cavity volume and δ (t) is the
Dirac delta function. These boundary conditions assume a semi-iniﬁte sample which is subjected to
a pressure pulse at one end and no pressure at the other end.
3.6 Pressure Decay Equation
Solving equation 6 subject to conditions deﬁned by equations 7, 8 and 9 gives the pulse decay
equation given by
H (t) = φ0eΩ
2tErfc
(√
Ω2t
)
(11)
where H(t) is the cavity pressure as a function of time, φ0 is the initial cavity pressure, t is the time,
Erfc (x)is the complementary error function deﬁned as
Erfc (x) = 1− Erf (x) = 1− 2√
pi
ˆ x
0
e−t
2
dt =
2√
pi
ˆ ∞
x
e−t
2
dt (12)
and Ω is a parameter given by
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Ω =
AK
µVwCw
√
Ssµ
Kγw
(13)
where A is the cross-sectional area of the porous medium, Vwis the volume of the pressurized cavity
and Ss is a parameter deﬁned as
Ss = γw (nCw + Ceff ) (14)
3.7 Statistical Parameters
Assuming that all experimental sampling and repeated measurements follow a normal distribution,
the following parameters become useful estimators of this distribution.
3.7.1 Arithmetic Mean
The arithmetic mean is an estimator for the true mean. It is deﬁned as
x¯ =
1
n
n∑
xi
i=1
(15)
where xi is the i
th value in a given sample, and n is the total sample size.
3.7.2 Sample Variance
Assuming that sampled data is normally distributed, the sample variance represents an estimate for
variance of that distribution. This estimator is given by the following equation:
s2 =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(xi − x)2 (16)
where xi is the i
th value in a given sample, x¯ is the sample mean and n is the total sample size.
3.7.3 Standard Error
The standard error is the standard deviation of the sample mean. It represents the expected variation
in the estimation of the average value from observable results. The standard error is deﬁned as
SE =
√
s2
n
(17)
where s2 is the sample variance and n is the total sample size.
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4 The Lindsay Limestone
4.1 Geological History
Recent interest has developed in the use of the Bruce County area in Southern Ontario for the
development of a new Deep Geological Repository (DGR) for low to intermediate level nuclear fuel
wastes. The area is already the site of the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (BNGS) which is the
largest nuclear power generating station in North America. The area is underlain by paleozoic era
bedrock from 200 m above sealevel to 650 m below sea level (Figure 7), and has already been subjected
to studies regarding geomechanical stability, natural resource potential and seismic activity. These
studies of the underlying formations around the BNGS revealed that parts of the Middle Ordovician
Limestone (MOL) contain all the required properties of a DGR. In descending order of position,
the MOL is broken down into the Lindsay Formation, the Verulam Formation, the Bobcaygeon
Formation and the Gull River Formation, of which the Lindsay Formation is currently the strongest
candidate for the construction of a DGR (Golder, 2003).
The Lindsay Formation is further separated into the 45 m thick primary Lindsay Formation
as well the 9 m thick Sherman Falls Member due to a slight change in properties. The primary
Lindsay Formation consists of ﬁne grained, thin to medium bedded, nodular shaly limestone. The
limestone consists of what is best described as beds and nodules of ﬁne grained light grey limestone
with thin interbeds of argillaceous black shale. The Sherman Falls Member is much less argillaceous
than the primary Lindsay Formation, and contains medium to thick beds containing much smaller
nodules. The formations have Q and RMR indices of 31.7 and 75 respectively which yield a good
site classiﬁcation for the purposes of DGR construction (Gartner Lee Limited, 2008).
While little major subterranean construction has been performed in the area, the Darlington-
Wesleyville tunnel, constructed in 1981-82, passes through this formation. The tunnel was con-
structed below Lake Ontario using a Drill-and-Blast technique which encountered no serious prob-
lems. The material was found to be both solid and impermeable as no seepage was noticed except
along the overburden/rock and through a shale seam 23 m below the ground level (Gartner Lee
Limited, 2008).
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Figure 7: Paleozoic bedrock geology beneath Bruce Site (after Golder, 2003)
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Figure 8: Photograph of Lindsay Limestone blocks
4.2 Composition and Mechanical Properties
4.2.1 Composition
Lindsay Limestone is a heterogeneous material composed of a ﬁne-grained matrix of carbonate and
clay minerals containing varying amounts and sizes of shelly fossils. The limestone itself, seen
in Figure 8, is nodular in nature, containing thick layers and nodules of lighter colour carbonate
between thin and discontinuous layers of darker material along the bedding plane. The individual
components in this mixture can be further identiﬁed as light grey limestone and darker layers of a
clay and shale. Chemical analysis of samples obtained from the Cobourg site were performed by
Cavé et al. (2009) in which it was concluded that the carbonate layers were composed primarily of
calcite with minor quantities of dolomite, quartz, apatite, anhydrite and pyrite, while the argillaceous
layers were composed of ﬁne-grained quartz and aluminosilicate clay minerals. In addition to this,
X-ray diﬀraction tests and X-ray Fluorescence tests were performed at McGill University on separate
samples of dark and light material. These tests showed that both materials contained large quantities
of calcite and smaller quantities of low quartz silica but that only the darker (argillacious) material
contained dolomite. The reports for these tests can be found in Appendix A and C respectively.
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Table 2: Summary of Young's Modulus estimates for Lindsay Limestone
Source Sample Site
Location
Min (GPa) Max
(GPa)
Mean
(GPa)
Median
(GPa)
Golder (2003) Bowmanville 16 66 n/a 40
Gartner Lee
Limited
(2008)
Cobourg 10 70 31.5 n/a
Selvadurai et
al. (2010)
Bowmanville 8 59 n/a 20.7
4.2.2 Modulus of Elasticity and Strength
Due to the heterogeneous nature of the material, measurements of the modulus of elasticity of small
samples of the material are not usually representative of the average material properties. For this
reason, estimates of the modulus of elasticity must be made using samples large enough to average
over the two types of material. Three 50 mm diameter samples of 100 mm length were therefore
strain-gauged with small (5 mm) rosette-type strain gauges and tested by the author in an MTS
Rock Mechanics System composed of an MTS 790.00 Digital Controller (1 AC Conditioner, 3 DC
Conditioners) and an MTS 315.03 Load Frame (1000 kip / 4in) (4500 kN / 100 mm) (Figure 9)
located at McGill University. The engineering strain was calculated using the averaged deﬂection as
recorded by the machine grip displacement of the loading platen as well as using the results from the
strain gauges. The samples were then taken to failure in order to obtain the ultimate compressive
strength (UCS). It should be noted that two of these cylinders were cored perpendicular to the
bedding planes while the third was cored along the bedding planes. The Young's modulus recorded
by the machine grips varied from 8 GPa to 21 GPa, whereas the measurements from the strain
gauges varied from 38 GPa to 59 GPa indicating a high variability in the properties of the rock.
The 21 GPa value was selected as the most representative result since it was located both in the the
middle of the available results and because it was the most consistent with the available litterature
which can be found in Table 2. The results of the ultimate compressive strength tests can be found
in Table 3 along with results available in the literature. Tensile strength results are shown in Table
4.
4.2.3 Poisson's ratio
The rosette-type strain gauges used for the modulus of elasticity measurements provided axial and
circumferential strain measurements. Using a combination of the axial and circumferential strain
measurements, the Poisson's ratio was calculated as a function of the applied load. While the
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Figure 9: Strain gauged cylinder in MTS 315.03 Load Frame
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Table 3: Summary of ultimate compressive strength estimates for Lindsay Limestone
Source Sample Site
Location
Min (MPa) Max
(MPa)
Mean
(MPa)
Median
(MPa)
Golder (2003) Bowmanville 25 140 109 60
Lam et al.
(2007)
Cobourg 22 140 72 n/a
Gartner Lee
Limited
(2008)
Cobourg 22 140 72 n/a
Selvadurai et
al. (2010)
Bowmanville
⊥to bedding
plane
91.4 93.6 92.5 n/a
Selvadurai et
al. (2010)
Bowmanville
‖ to bedding
plane
n/a n/a n/a 80.5
Table 4: Summary of ultimate tensile strength estimates for Lindsay Limestone
Direct Tension Brazilian Test
Source Sample Site
Location
Min (MPa) Range
(MPa)
Mean
(MPa)
Range
(MPa)
Lam et al.
(2007)
Cobourg 1 0.04-2 6.5 3-10
Poisson's ratio initially showed large variation between the two sides of the samples, these results
progressively approached the value of 0.25 as is shown in Figure 10. Although this shows that the
Poisson's ratio also varies slightly between the two types of material, the average value was found
to be consistent with those of various other limestones. For this reason a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 was
selected for the analysis of experimental data.
4.2.4 Porosity
To measure the porosity of the Lindsay Limestone various testing techniques were used. The ﬁrst and
simplest was water saturation. This technique uses the diﬀerence in weight between a sample that
has been oven dried and its weight when vacuum saturated with water to estimate the volumetric
water content. The sample's water content is then used to approximate the porosity of the material.
These tests were performed on samples of dark material, light material as well as mixed samples
and the results varied from 1-3% as is shown in Table 5. Similar samples were tested using mercury
intrusion porosimetry (MIP) and resulted in porosity measurements between 7% and 14%. The MIP
results were determined to be unrepresentative as it approached that of Indiana Limestone which has
a porosity of ∼ 20% and has a pore structure that is visible to the naked eye. As there is no visible
pore structure in the Lindsay Limestone, the MIP results were dismissed. The water saturation test
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Figure 10: Contrast of estimate Poisson's ratio from one side of a Lindsay Limestone cylinder to the
other as a function of applied load
Table 5: Summary of porosity estimates for Lindsay Limestone
Source
Sample Site
Location
Test Type
Porosity
(min.) %
Prosity
(max.) %
Cavé et al. (2009) Cobourg Water Loss 1.04 3.03
Cavé et al. (2009) Cobourg
Iodide
Accessi-
bility
1.90 3.10
Vilks and Miller (2007) Cobourg Water Loss 1.48 2.00
Vilks and Miller (2007) Cobourg MIP 1.19 1.38
Selvadurai et al. (2010) Bowmanville Water Loss 0.97 3.40
Selvadurai et al. (2010) Bowmanville MIP 6.75 13.50
results were also found to be consistent with the the literature as can be seen in Table 5.
4.3 Previous Permeability Measurements of Lindsay Limestone
Recently, permeability tests have been performed on Lindsay Limestone in order to characterize the
Lindsay Formation, located in Southern Ontario, as a potential site for a deep geologic repository.
One of the ﬁrst tests performed was in 1988 by Intera who used material excavated during the
construction of both the Darlington Generation Station Tunnels and the Wesleyville Tunnel exit.
Steady state tests were used, and permeabilities were found to vary from 10−13 − 10−18m2. These
results are quite high compared with the more recent results which could be indicative of damage
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Table 6: Previous permeability estimates of Lindsay Limestone (after Selvadurai et al., 2010)
Reference Location Kmin(m
2) Kmax(m
2) Kmedian(m
2)
Raven et al.
(1992)
OHD-1, Missis-
sauga/Lakeview
1.02× 10−20 6.42× 10−19 3.26× 10−19
Raven et al.
(1992)
UN-2, Darling-
ton/Bowmanville
6.42× 10−21 1.36× 10−18 8.19× 10−19
Golder
Associates
(2003)
DDH01/02,
Bowmanville
1.33× 10−19 4.08× 10−18 2.11× 10−18
Intera (1988) Darlington
Generating
Station Tunnel
1.02× 10−18 1.02× 10−15 5.11× 10−16
Intera (1988) Wesleyville
Shallow
Boreholes
2.04× 10−17 4.08× 10−13 2.04× 10−13
Vilks and
Miller (2007)
Cobourg ⊥to
Bedding Plane
< 10−22 3.5× 10−22 n\a
Vilks and
Miller (2007)
Cobourg ‖to
Bedding Plane
1.22× 10−22 2.20× 10−21 n\a
Gartner Lee
Limited
(2008)
Cobourg
Vertical
n/a n/a 9.79× 10−20
Gartner Lee
Limited
(2008)
Cobourg
Horizontal
n/a n/a 9.79× 10−19
Mazurek
(2004)
In Situ Packer
Tests in
Vertical or
Inclined
Boreholes
6.42× 10−21 4.08× 10−18 n/a
induced during the excavation process. Other tests performed on Lindsay Limestone include both
in-situ and laboratory tests performed by Raven et al. (1992), Golder Associates (2003), Mazurek
(2004) and Gartner Lee Limited (2008). In these cases, variations in permeability estimates were
found to vary from 10−18 − 10−21m2. The most recent results obtained were performed by Vilks
and Miller (2007) and Cavé et al. (2009). These tests were performed using both steady state high
pressure testing as well as using sodium iodine diﬀusion combined with X-ray imaging. These tests
were used to determine both porosity and permeability estimates which were found to vary from
< 10−22 − 10−21m2 which were the lowest estimates to-date. A summary of these results can be
found in Table 6. While the results vary with geographic location from 10−13 − 10−22m2, Vilks and
Miller (2007) and Gartner Lee Limited (2008) have shown a variation from 10−19 to 10−22m2 for
samples from the Cobourg site. The Lindsay Limestone tested in this research is from an outcrop of
the same material from the Saint Mary's quarry in Bowmanville, Ontario.
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5 Experimental Facility
5.1 Experimental Apparatus
To accurately measure the permeability of materials in the permeability range of 10−20 − 10−24m2,
the testing procedure must be selected carefully. The methodology selected for testing Lindsay
Limestone was a combination of a modiﬁed triaxial cell, such as that used by Daw in 1971, and
the pulse decay technique suggested in 1981 by Hsieh et al. The tests were performed by sealing a
membrane to the outside of the specimen using hydraulic pressure. Once the sample was sealed, a
cavity connected directly to an open face of the sample was pressurized using a pump. The cavity
pressure is sealed in using a low leakage ball valve and recorded over time using a pressure transducer.
Figure 11 displays a schematic of the overall apparatus including all components, each of which is
described separately in the following section.
5.1.1 GDS Triaxial Cell
The Triaxial cell (made by GDS Instruments Inc.), constructed of type 316 stainless steel, is the
primary component of the experimental conﬁguration. This apparatus was used to provide varying
conﬁning pressures which were required both to provide suﬃcient sealing pressure between the nitrile
membrane and the sample as well as to vary its stress state. As seen in Figue 12, the triaxial cell
contains a water tight cavity around the sample. This cavity is designed to be ﬁlled with ﬂuid which
is pressurized to provide isotropic conﬁning stresses. Inside the cell, the sample is located on a platen
which contains two small openings of 3 mm diameter, each of which form entry points through which
ﬂuid ﬂow can take place. They are connected through the pedestal to the external ports which can
be connected to various pumping sources.
The cell is composed of four major sections which allow samples to be installed and the chamber
to be sealed: these include the shell, the base pedestal, the clamp rings and the conﬁning ring. The
seal between the base pedestal and the shell is achieved by a Viton seal coated with vacuum grease.
Clamp rings are placed over the connection between the shell and pedestal, preventing the internal
pressure from lifting the shell and the conﬁning ring is placed over the clamp rings to hold the clamp
rings in place.
While the cell was designed to apply conﬁning pressures of up to 64 MPa, and deviatoric loads
up to 250 kN, these were unnecessary for the testing of Lindsay Limestone. The site at which the
Lindsay Limestone is located is at an approximate depth of 600 m. This results in an estimated
in-situ stress state of less than 20 MPa, therefore testing was limited to uniform stress states from
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Figure 11: The general arrangement of the laboratory-scale pulse permeability test and the details
of the test set-up.
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Figure 12: Photograph (a) and schematic (b) of the GDS triaxial cell
5 MPa to 20 MPa.
5.1.2 GDS Controller Unit
To supply the ﬂuid pressure to the GDS Instruments Inc. triaxial chamber, a microprocessor con-
trolled screw pump driven by a stepping motor, or controller unit, was used. This unit functions
as a single piston servo controlled pump (Figure 13) and is used to supply and maintain a constant
pressure. The piston has a capacity of 207 ml of ﬂuid which can be used in order to provide and
maintain the cell pressure. It also runs at very low speeds requiring a minimum of 45 minutes in
order to be ﬁlled or emptied. The servo unit uses proportional and diﬀerential control and functions
using high damping, which results in a very slow pressurization, but has the advantage of never
overshooting the desired pressure. Due to these limitations, care must be taken in order to avoid
leakage in the system as this may result in changes in observed permeabilities or cause the controller
unit to run out of travel leading to a drop in the conﬁning pressure. Leakage out of the cell can
occur primarily via the Viton seal, but is minimized through the use of vacuum grease. Leakage
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Figure 13: Photograph of the GDS Controller unit used furing these experiments
into the sample is prevented by a combination of the membrane, hose clamps and sealant which are
discussed in sections 5.1.3, 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 respectively.
5.1.3 Nitrile Membrane
The nitrile membrane has a 100 mm inner diameter and 3.175 mm wall thickness in its undeformed
state. It functions as a sleeve placed over the sample in order to isolate it from the conﬁning ﬂuid.
While various other materials have been tried for this purpose, thinner membranes were found to
tear under the high pressures. Thicker versions of softer materials, such as gum rubber, were found
to cause diﬃculties with sample assembly, and were more diﬃcult to seal with the steel platen and
topcap (Glowacki, 2008). Nitrile was ﬁnally selected due to its strength and ability to bond with
metals. It provides an adequate seal to the stone, is resistant to tears and provides better resistance
to ﬂuid inﬁltration from the pressurization chamber than other membranes that have been tested.
5.1.4 AWAB Hose Clamps
Hoseclamps provide an eﬀective way to seal the nitrile membrane to the platen and topcap. The
AWAB stainless steel hoseclamps (Figure 14) were selected due to their lack of thread holes and com-
plete closure around the membrane. This provides a more uniform grip than standard hoseclamps.
The clamp is made of 316 grade stainless steel which prevents corrosion during prolonged use in
water.
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Figure 14: AWAB wormdrive hoseclamp
5.1.5 Sikaﬂex Sealant
While the hoseclamps are used to provide a primary seal between the nitrile membrane, the platen
and the top cap, the sealing is not always reliable. It was found that at 20 MPa conﬁning pressure,
the rate of ﬂuid loss was approximately 100ml/day. To reduce this leakage a sealant, Sikaﬂex 220, was
applied to the nitrile/steel interface, this reduced the leakage to < 1ml/day which was considered to
be adequate for testing purposes. This decrease indicated that almost all leakage was through the
sample and not through the system. While with steady state tests, this ﬂow rate into the sample
would have little inﬂuence on the results, in the case of pulse decay tests, this water intrusion would
be suﬃcient to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence recorded results.
5.1.6 Swagelok Ball-Valve
While leakage is an issue within the triaxial cell, it is also a concern with the pressure decay pulses.
As the pressure pulses must be sealed in the cavity, a valve which minimizes leakage is required.
The valves selected were the 1/8 inch stainless steel ball valves. Figure 15 shows these valves, which
contain the smallest ball available from Swagelok reducing the eﬀective area through which leakage
can take place. Furthermore, while 1 MPa pulses were used for these tests, the valves are designed
for 19.3 MPa capacity which provides a signiﬁcant margin for pulse testing.
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Figure 15: Swagelok 18 inch ball valve
5.1.7 Porous Steel Diﬀuser
When performing pulse testing, it is important to ensure that the pressure pulse is uniformly applied
to the plane end of the sample. Porous stones and geotextiles have been used for this purpose
(Glowacki, 2008). These materials are brittle (porous stones) and compressible (porous stones and
geotextile) which results in their compression as conﬁning pressures are increased. To minimize
compression of the cavity volume, porous stainless steel and stainless steel mesh diﬀuser disks were
used in the pulse testing. While both were found to be eﬀective, the mesh was found to form jagged
edges which could damage the nitrile membranes and so the porous steel disks were used instead.
The porous steel, obtained from Mottcorp (Figure 16) was also more robust, as it contains 50µm
pores and can sustain stresses of up to 100 MPa without suﬀering pore collapse. Furthermore, the
high modulus of elasticity (> 100 GPa) results in a negligible change in volume and no change in
the eﬀective permeability under cell pressure applied in the testing. This improvement to the test
setup caused an improvement in reliability of the pulse tests and the elimination of the systematic
error associated with pressure induced changes in diﬀuser permeability.
5.1.8 Quizix Dual Piston Pump
Water ﬁltered to 1µm is supplied to the pressurized cavity at a constant ﬂow rate using a dual piston
positive displacement pump (Quizix QX-6000HC). The pump (Figure 17) employs a dual piston
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Figure 16: Diﬀuser disks made from Mottcorp (www.mottcorp.com) porous steel (right) and stainless
steel mesh (left)
mechanism to accurately deliver ﬂows ranging from 0.0003-50.00 ml/min and can supply pressures of
up to 41.3 MPa. The pump was controlled using the suplied Pumpworks software which allowed
servo control, data recording and pump programming. The ﬂow rates for this test ranged from 1-3
ml/min . They were used to increase the cavity pressure until the desired pulse pressure was obtained
and the valve was closed.
5.1.9 Data Acquisition System
A two part data acquisition system was used to monitor the conﬁning pressure in the triaxial chamber
and the pulse pressure in the pulse cavity using two Honeywell Sensotech pressure transducers. The
system consists of a USB analog to digital converter capable of converting a 0-5V analog signal to
a 16-bit digital signal, and a signal ampliﬁcation and conditioning system. The signals from the
transducers are fed into the conditioning system which removes noise and ampliﬁes the signal to the
required 0-5V range. The ampliﬁed signal is then digitized, read by the computer and displayed in
real time using TracerDAQ pro software. A detailed record of the technical equipment used during
the outlined research is presented in section 5.2.
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Figure 17: Quizix dual piston pump (www.vindum.com/Pump Systems.html)
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5.2 Equipment Technical Speciﬁcations
1. Pump: Quizix QX-6000HC
 Maximum Pressure Rating: 6,000 psi (413 bar)
 Maximum Flow Rate: 50 ml/min (3 litres/hour)
 Minimum Flow Rate: 0.00034 ml/min (0.0204 ml/hr)
 Minimum Rate Increment: 0.00034 ml/min (0.0204 ml/hr)
 Flow Rate Accuracy: +/- 0.1% of set ﬂow rate
 Volume Accuracy: +/- 0.1% of volume pumped
 Single Stroke Volume (Typical): 11 ml
 Total Volume (stroke + dead volume) (typical): <18 ml (Includes dead volume of trans-
ducer, typical tubing and closed valve).
 Pressure Accuracy: +/- 0.2% of Full Scale
 Pressure Resolution: 0.024 psi (0.004% of Full Scale)
 Pressure Control Accuracy (Typical): +/- 1.2 psi (0.02% of Full Scale) (Assumes 6,000
psi transducers).
 Capable of Holding Vacuum for Filling: Yes
 Temperature Rating: 10 to 50°C (50 to 120°F)
2. Membrane: Nitrile Tubing
 Material: Black Nitrile
 Inner diameter: 100 mm
 Wall Thickness: 1/8
 Manufacturer: Premier Industrial Hose Manufacturing LTD. Located in Granby, Quebec.
3. Diﬀuser Plates: Porous Steel
 Product Name: 316LSS sintered powder metal sheet
 Material: 316L Grade stainless steel
 Grade: #40 Media Grade (0.04 mm pore size)
 Tensile Yield Strength: 24 MPa
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 Modulus of Elasticity: 15.9 GPa
 Estimate permeability: 10−9m2
 Manufacturer: Mott Corporation Located in Farmingham Connecticut
4. Clamps: AWAB stainless steel size 64 worm-drive nonperforated hoseclamps.
5. Sealant: Sikaﬂex 220
6. Triaxial Cell: GDS High Pressure Ballanced Triaxial Cell
 Maximum Working Pressure: 64 MPa
 Maximal Deviatoric Load: 250 kN
 Available Platen Sizes: 100 mm and 3 diameter
 Designed Presurization Fluids: Silicone oil, hydraulic oil or water
 Construction Material: 316 Grade stainless steel
7. Triaxial pressure regulation unit: GDS Advanced Digital Controller
 Volume resolution: 0.02 mm3
 Pressure resolution: 0.01% full scale
 Piston volume capacity: 207 ml.
8. Pressure Transducer 1: Honeywell Sensotech TMJ model
 Accuracy: ±0.10 % full scale
 Linearity: ±0.10 % full scale
 Hysteresis: ±0.05 % full scale
 Temperature Eﬀect: 0.0025 % F.S./°F temperature eﬀect
 Output: mV/V
 Supply: 10 Vdc
 Full Scale Range: 200 psig
9. Pressure Transducer 2: Honeywell Sensotech LM model
 Accuracy: ±0.50 % full scale
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 Temperature Eﬀect: 0.01 % F.S./°F temperature eﬀect
 Output: mV/V
 Supply: 10 V DC
 Full Scale Range: 10 000 psig
10. Data Acquisition: Techmatron measuring device and Dataforth signal conditioner
 Techmatron Personal Measuring Device (PMD-1608FS)
 16 bit analog resolution
 8 analog to digital independent channels with 50 kHz scanning rate
 2.98 mV accuracy on 5 V full range
 USB compatible
 Dataforth signal conditioning and ampliﬁcation modules (SCM-5b38)
 Input range: ±100 mV
 Output range: ±5 V
 Accuracy: 0.08 % fullscale
 Full bridge input: 10 kΩ
 Nonlinearity: 0.02 % fullscale
6 Procedure
6.1 Sample Preparation
To prepare samples for the triaxial testing aparatus the material must ﬁrst be cored in order to
extract cilinders from the bulk material. This is performed using a 41/2 inch outer diameter coring
bit, obtained from NorthStar, resulting in a 106 mm diameter core. The ends of the core are then
cut parallel to a length of approximately 210 mm using a diamond edged saw designed for cutting
rock. This is done to facilitate the holding of the sample in the lathe (Figure 18) to reduce its outer
diameter to 100 mm, using a diamond tipped tool bit. This results in a sample with a smooth surface
to allow for proper sealing with the conﬁning membrane. Finally the sample is removed and cut to
approximately 203 mm length, and then the ends are turned parallel on the lathe while reducing the
length to 200 mm.
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Figure 18: Photograph of a sample being turned down to 200 mm diameter on a lathe
6.2 De-airing
Once the sample has been prepared, it is saturated with water before installation in the triaxial cell.
The presence of air during testing results in two problematic issues:
1. The presence of air results in two phase ﬂow, which can cause inconsistent permeability esti-
mation.
2. In the case of transient testing techniques with very low permeability materials, the dissolution
of air into solution can result in pressure decays comparable to those resulting from ﬂuid ﬂow
into the sample.
To prevent these problems, the de-airing chamber is used to saturate the sample. The sample is
submersed in the vacuum chamber and placing the chamber on a vibrating table. The vacuum
causes air to exit the sample, and the vibration facilitates the release of the air. The de-airing
chamber (Figure 19) consists of a stainless steel container sealed to a plexiglas lid using a rubber
gasket. Within the vacuum chamber, water is present to submerge the sample. If the sample were to
touch the side or base of the container directly, the vibration would result in damage to the specimen.
In order to prevent this, a rubber membrane is placed between the sample and the container and
a plastic conﬁning ring is placed around the sample to prevent it from moving to the edge of the
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Figure 19: Schematic diagram of the de-airing chamber used in this research.
container. The sample is left in the de-airing chamber for 24 hours after which the vibrating table
is disengaged and the vacuum can be removed, leaving the sample ready for installation into the
triaxial cell.
6.3 Sample Installation
To eﬀectively seal the de-aired sample in the triaxial cell, the following procedure is implemented.
This procedure is used to successfully jacket the sample in a nitrile sleeve while preventing air
intrusion.
1. A nitrile sleeve is sized to the length length of 120 mm which allows 10 mm to protrude on
each end of the specimen.
2. The sealant is applied to the platen and the sleeve is attached to it by lightly fastening the
ﬁrst clamp while taking care to ensure that the membrane is vertically aligned.
3. The sleeve is partially ﬁlled with de-aired water before the ﬁrst diﬀuser, sample, and second
diﬀuser are inserted. The excess water is then allowed to drain through the bleed valve until
the water level remains just above the top diﬀuser disk ensuring that all components remain
submerged while the sealant is allowed to set. While initial tests were performed with the
sealant applied to both the sleeve and platen, this resulted in the sealant being pushed inwards
during insertion resulting in the clogging of the diﬀuser and occasionally bonding the diﬀuser
disc to the platen.
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4. The sealant is applied to the top cap, which is inserted into the top of the sleeve and the second
clamp is lightly fastened. It is essential to note that the clamps are very lightly fastened until
the sealant has set. Higher pressures can cause the sleeve to separate from the steel creating a
non-uniform bond between the nitrile, sealant and stainless steel.
5. The sealant is then given 24 hours to completely set.
6. Once the sealant has set, the clamps are tightly fastened, the top-cap is connected to the drain
and the triaxial shell is lowered on to the pedestal ensuring suﬃcient vacuum grease remains
on the Viton seal.
7. The clamp rings and conﬁning ring are inserted.
The system is now ready to be primed.
6.4 System Priming
To prime the system, de-aired water is ﬂushed around the sample at the pump's maximum ﬂow
rate: 50 ml/min . This is performed to remove any remaining air within the system before the tests
are performed. This must be performed before the conﬁning pressures can be applied, as once that
happens, the seal around the sample prevents high ﬂow rates from being attained. Furthermore,
the cell is designed for ﬂow to take place in the upwards direction. As a result, any air trapped
within the pressurization cavity will remain there and be diﬃcult to remove through the bleeding
valve located below the cell. This is performed until no air bubbles are seen to exit the outlet for
two minutes. At this point, the system is considered suﬃciently de-aired.
Once the air has been removed, the triaxial cell chamber is ﬁlled with water. As the controller
unit is slow and contains only 207 ml of ﬂuid, this must be performed in an alternative manner.
This is done using gravity driven ﬂow from an elevated reservoir connected to a port at the base of
the cell. The water ﬂows in to the base port, through the cell and out the top port located in the
balanced ram assembly. Once water with no air is seen exiting through the top port (typically 20
minutes) the top port is sealed and the baseport is connected to the controller unit. At this point
it is important to ensure that the bleed valve and outlet valve are both open so as to ensure that
any ﬂuid remaining between the membrane and specimen is allowed to exit freely. Failure to do so
can result in pressure build-ups which can damage both the system or the sample. The conﬁning
pressure is then increased to 5 MPa, which has been determined to seal nitrile to other limestone
samples (Glowacki 2008), and the system is ready for tests to be performed.
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6.5 Pulse Test Procedure
Pressure pulses can only be applied once the sample is properly conﬁned to prevent ﬂuid transport
along the rock/nitrile interface. This is implemented by exposing one sample face to a ﬁxed volume
of pressurized ﬂuid while opening the other face to atmospheric conditions. To create the pressure
pulse, the pump is started in constant ﬂow rate mode at 50 ml/min with the bleed valve open. This
allows any air in the lines to be removed from the system prior to the development of a pressure
pulse. Once air bubbles are no longer seen to exit the system, the ﬂow rate is decreased to 1-3ml/min,
the system entry valve is opened, and the bleed valve is closed. The internal pressure is monitored
on the computer screen and once the pressure nears 1 MPa the inlet valve is closed and the bleed
valve is opened. Attention must be paid to ensure the valve is closed slowly as quick closing can
result in pressure spikes. The pulse is allowed to decay for 5000 seconds at which point the inlet
valve is opened and the data recorded. The system must then be allowed to relax for at least 1 hour
to dissipate the pressure wave which was initiated by the pulse before the following pulse test can
be performed.
7 Results
7.1 Blank System Test
Despite all the precautions taken with respect to sealing between the end caps and the platen, leakage
can occur. In previous research (Glowacki, 2008), a test was performed using a solid aluminum
cylinder to establish system leakage during either steady state tests or pulse tests (ie. leakage
through the interface, valves or seals). This approach was adopted in this research to quantify the
leakage rate during the tests. Figure 20 illustrates the results obtained for the system leakage at
both 5 MPa and 20 MPa conﬁning pressures, and can be excluded from the pulse tests to account
for this eﬀect.
7.2 A System Leakage Correction
To correct the eﬀects of pressure loss seen during the blank system test, ﬁrst order direct subtraction
was used. To implement this correction, the pressure loss data for the aluminum cylinder was
normalized, and the pressure change was subtracted from each pressure decay curve obtained from
the Lindsay Limestone. An example of the direct pressure loss subtraction is shown in Figures 21.
As this results in a decrease in the permeability estimation, the initial perceived permeability would
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Figure 20: Experimental decays obtained using the aluminum cylinder.
have been a conservative estimate.
7.3 Pressure Decay Results
Since the material is composed of very distinctive layering, the directionality of its permeability
must be taken into account. This was accomplished by coring samples both in the direction of, and
perpendicular to, the bedding planes for testing in the triaxial cell. The expectation was that ﬂow
may take place with greater ease through the argillaceous layer while experiencing greater resistance
from the limestone portion, which would lead to a directional dependence in permeability.
7.3.1 Flow Perpendicular to Bedding Planes
The ﬁrst two samples tested, Figure 22 (a) and (b), were those cored perpendicular to the bedding
plane. While initial pulses appeared to indicate permeabilities which were changing at an exponential
rate with time, Figure 23, after the ﬁrst eight pulses the results began to stabilize as can be seen in
Figure 24. The pressure loss correction described in Section 7.2 was implemented and visual curve
ﬁtting was used in order to estimate the permeability of each pulse by using a trial and error approach.
Due to uncertainty in the porosity of the sample (between 1% and 4%), the trial and error technique
was implemented by attempting to envelop the experimental curve, as can be seen in Figure 25.
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Figure 21: Sample of Leak correction performed on a curve generated using equation 11
The values were then averaged and the standard error (as deﬁned in Section 3.7.3) was calculated.
The curves were then normalized and graphed on a single ﬁgure with theoretical bounding curves,
as is shown in Figure 26. The bounding curves were compared to the initial estimate of the average
value and standard error. These were determined to be within 5 % of each other deemed acceptable.
The conﬁning pressure was then increased in 5 MPa increments to 20 MPa and the sample was then
unloaded in steps of 5 MPa. A complete set of decay an bounding curves can be found in Appendix
B.
As the conﬁning pressure was increased the permeability was seen to increase, which is unchar-
acteristic of low permeability materials. Nearly a four fold increase in permeability was seen during
the increase in conﬁning pressure from 5 MPa to 20 MPa (Figure 27). Furthermore, these changes
resulted in an irreversible seven fold increase in permeability over the subsequent decrease in con-
ﬁning pressure. The same general result can also be noted in the second sample, implying that
this was unlikely to be an anomaly but a feature of the response of the material to conﬁning stress.
This result is in contrast to the irreversible order of magnitude decrease in permeability reported
in Selvadurai and Glowacki (2007) on tests of similar samples of Indiana Limestone which, unlike
Lindsay Limestone, is a relatively uniform material. Similarly, Vilks and Miller (2007) reported a
permeability decrease in Lindsay Limestone from 3.5× 10−22 m2 to 2.0× 10−22 m2 with an increase
from 4.7 MPa to 9.5 MPa conﬁning pressure. However, these tests were performed on samples of 1.5
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Figure 22: Photograph of (a) Sample 1, cored ⊥bedding plane, (b) Sample 2, cored⊥bedding plane,
and (c) Sample 3, cored along the bedding plane,
Figure 23: Experimental decay curves resulting from initial tests
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Figure 24: Experimental decay curve from stabilized tests
Figure 25: Experimental decay curve with 1% and 4% decay curves overlain
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Figure 26: Normalized experimental results with bounding curves for Sample 3 at 20 MPa conﬁning
pressure
cm length and with a cross sectional area of 4.91 cm2, which is comparable in size to the nodules
(~2 cm) seen in the material. Despite this increase in permeability, the material remained extremely
impermeable (< 10−21m2) yielding a permeability variation of 8.4× 10−23m2 − 1.25× 10−21m2.
7.3.2 Pulse Tests on Sample with Flow Along the Bedding Plane
The procedure was repeated on a sample of Lindsay Limestone that was cored in a direction along
the bedding plane. The experimental data was analysed using exactly the same procedure indicated
in section 7.3.1, and resulted in half an order of magnitude decrease in permeability during the
loading cycle, and a slight permanent decrease during the unloading cycle. A summary of the results
is presented in Figure 28 and shows a variation in permeability from 1.3× 10−22m2− 5.1× 10−22m2
parallel to the bedding planes. It is noted that with an increase in the conﬁning pressure, extremely
large internal pressures were generated. This is an increase in pressure of the pulses immediately
following the increase in conﬁninement pressure (Figure 29).
The combination of the increase in permeability with one set of samples, and the large develop-
ment of internal pressures with the other leads to the possibility that the dark material is likely much
softer than the lighter material. This in turn would result in the development of internal pressures
within both parallel and perpendicular ﬂow samples. The diﬀerence would be that in the case of the
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Figure 27: Variation of permeability of the Lindsay Limestone perpendicular to the bedding planes
during a quasi-static load cycle. [Results derived from 81 pulse tests conducted on two samples]
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Figure 28: Adjusted variation of permeability along the bedding plane of the Lindsay Limestone
during a quasi-static load cycle. [Results derived from 31 pulse tests conducted on one samples]
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Figure 29: Pressure spike in the pressurization cavity resulting from the increase in conﬁning stress
for Sample 3.
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parallel sample the dark material would contain a channel through which the internal pressure could
dissipate into the pressurized cavity, whereas in the case of the perpendicular sample, the generated
pressures would be sandwiched between two layers of the lighter material far from the cavity. This
may also result in internal damage in the perpendicular samples while the parallel samples would
not be subjected to this issue.
8 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research
Extensive testing has been performed by various researchers to accurately characterise the potential
of the Lindsay formation as DGR site. The material is formed of distinct layers along the bedding
plane which indicates a possible directional dependence in the ﬂuid transport properties. The tests
reported in this thesis found permeabilities to be lower than those recorded by other investigators
both perpendicular as well as along the bedding planes. The material was also found to have a
permeability in the same range along the bedding planes as it had in the perpendicular direction.
These results are not consistant with the results obtained by Vilks et al. (2007) who found the
diﬀerence in permeability estimates between perpendicular and parallel directions to be an order of
magnitude.
The research was extended to observe the impact of variations in isotropic conﬁning pressure
changes on the permeability of the material. The tests found an irreversible increase in the perme-
ability perpendicular to the bedding planes from cycling the material from 5-20 MPa. While this
result was conﬁrmed with tests on a subsequent sample, tests on the material along the bedding
plane yielded a small decrease in permeability under the same isotropic stress range. To date these
results remain an anomaly as similar results have not been recorded in other research (Selvadurai and
Glowacki, 2008). In fact, all previous research on cyclic conﬁninement of low permeability materials
has resulted in a decrease in permeability attributed to pore closure and pore collapse. However, since
previous testing was performed using samples of comparable size to the nodules and stratiﬁcations in
the material, or on uniform materials, it may be indicative of the eﬀects of testing larger samples of
inhomogeneous materials. This result suggests the possibility that the application of uniform conﬁn-
ing pressures may result in the development of complex three dimensional stress states in the internal
fabric of the rock, and indicates a need for further testing. Nevertheless, the permeabilities of intact
Lindsay Limestone were consistently found to be in the range of 8.4× 10−23m2 − 1.25× 10−21m2.
Future work has currently been planned at the Environmental Geomechanics Laboratory at
McGill University to determine the point-speciﬁc properties of the components of the Lindsay Lime-
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stone. In addition, the application of deviatoric stresses could be interesting as a material that
increases in permeability under uniform conﬁning stresses is likely to show greater changes through
the application of non-uniform stress changes. Finally, crack permeability testing, similar to the tests
perfomed by Mattar and Selvadurai (2009), will be an essential component of the research program
since the impermeability of the rock means that any escaping radionuclides will likely travel within
ﬁssures in the geological formation.
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Appendices
Appendix A: X-ray Diﬀraction Data
X-ray Diﬀraction Data for the Lighter Material
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 Anchor Scan Parameters 
 
Dataset Name: Luc J 100-01 
File name: C:\Program Files\PANalytical\X'Pert Quantify\MR\100-01.XRDML 
Sample Identification: 100-01 
Measurement Date / Time: 23/06/2010 3:03:14 AM 
Operator: MONIQUE 
Raw Data Origin: XRD measurement (*.XRDML) 
Scan Axis: Gonio 
Start Position [°2Th.]: 5.0000 
End Position [°2Th.]: 100.0000 
Step Size [°2Th.]: 0.0500 
Scan Step Time [s]: 1.0000 
Scan Type: Pre-set time 
Offset [°2Th.]: 0.0000 
Divergence Slit Type: Automatic 
Irradiated Length [mm]: 12.00 
Specimen Length [mm]: 10.00 
Receiving Slit Size [mm]: 0.3000 
Measurement Temperature [°C]: 25.00 
Anode Material: Cu 
K-Alpha1 [Å]: 1.54060 
K-Alpha2 [Å]: 1.54443 
K-Beta [Å]: 1.39225 
K-A2 / K-A1 Ratio: 0.50000 
Generator Settings: 10 mA, 15 kV 
Diffractometer Number: 0 
Goniometer Radius [mm]: 200.00 
Dist. Focus-Diverg. Slit [mm]: 91.00 
Incident Beam Monochromator: No 
Spinning: Yes 
 
 
Graphics 
 
      
 
 
 Peak List 
 
Pos.[°2Th.]  Height[cts]  FWHM[°2Th.]  d-spacing[Å]  Rel.Int.[%]  
Tipwidth[°2Th.]  Matched by 
    20.8576        74.74       0.1476       4.25900         3.55           
0.1771  00-033-1161        
    23.0844        97.62       0.1968       3.85296         4.64           
0.2362  00-005-0586        
    26.6400       478.36       0.1476       3.34624        22.74           
0.1771  00-033-1161        
    29.4435      2103.61       0.1476       3.03369       100.00           
0.1771  00-005-0586        
    30.7338       168.58       0.1968       2.90920         8.01           
0.2362  00-005-0622        
    34.9184        32.34       0.5904       2.56956         1.54           
0.7085  00-005-0622        
    36.0215       227.24       0.1968       2.49336        10.80           
0.2362  00-005-0586        
    39.4744       414.76       0.1476       2.28286        19.72           
0.1771  00-005-0586;00..   
    43.2278       295.67       0.1968       2.09295        14.06           
0.2362  00-005-0586        
    44.7570        37.03       0.2952       2.02493         1.76           
0.3542  00-005-0622        
    47.2072       103.15       0.1476       1.92539         4.90           
0.1771  00-005-0586        
    47.5902       347.56       0.1968       1.91078        16.52           
0.2362  00-005-0586        
    48.5994       324.48       0.2460       1.87344        15.42           
0.2952  00-005-0586        
    50.1603        89.32       0.2952       1.81874         4.25           
0.3542  00-005-0622;00..   
    56.6622        52.66       0.2952       1.62451         2.50           
0.3542  00-005-0586        
    57.4897       155.89       0.2460       1.60308         7.41           
0.2952  00-005-0586        
    59.9226        67.56       0.1968       1.54368         3.21           
0.2362  00-005-0622;00..   
    60.8331        87.26       0.3936       1.52274         4.15           
0.4723  00-005-0586        
    63.1996        41.60       0.3936       1.47130         1.98           
0.4723  00-005-0586;00..   
    64.7339       134.86       0.1476       1.44009         6.41           
0.1771  00-005-0586        
    65.6925        78.97       0.1968       1.42138         3.75           
0.2362  00-005-0586;00..   
    68.2330        47.17       0.2952       1.37452         2.24           
0.3542  00-033-1161        
    73.0432        51.97       0.2952       1.29542         2.47           
0.3542  00-005-0586        
    77.3498        34.98       0.2952       1.23370         1.66           
0.3542  00-005-0586;00..   
    81.6214        62.79       0.2952       1.17959         2.98           
0.3542  00-005-0586;00..   
    83.9241        57.09       0.3936       1.15300         2.71           
0.4723  00-005-0586;00..   
    95.0264        74.64       0.7200       1.04457         3.55           
0.8640  00-005-0586;00..   
 
 
Identified components 
 
Visible  Ref.Code     Score    Compound Name         Displ.[°2Th]  Scale Fac.  
Chem. Formula          
*        00-005-0586       76  Calcite,                  0.006       0.948  
Ca C O3                
*        00-005-0622       35  Dolomite                    -0.280       0.069  
Ca Mg ( C O3 )2        
*        00-033-1161       36  low quartz, silica          -0.031       0.107  
Si O2                  
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X-ray Diﬀraction Data for the Darker Material
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 Anchor Scan Parameters 
 
Dataset Name: Luc S 11-002 
File name: C:\Program Files\PANalytical\X'Pert Quantify\MR\Luc S 11-002.XRDML 
Sample Identification: Luc S. 11-002 
Measurement Date / Time: 22/06/2010 1:37:42 AM 
Operator: MONIQUE 
Raw Data Origin: XRD measurement (*.XRDML) 
Scan Axis: Gonio 
Start Position [°2Th.]: 5.0000 
End Position [°2Th.]: 100.0000 
Step Size [°2Th.]: 0.0500 
Scan Step Time [s]: 1.0000 
Scan Type: Pre-set time 
Offset [°2Th.]: 0.0000 
Divergence Slit Type: Automatic 
Irradiated Length [mm]: 12.00 
Specimen Length [mm]: 10.00 
Receiving Slit Size [mm]: 0.3000 
Measurement Temperature [°C]: 25.00 
Anode Material: Cu 
K-Alpha1 [Å]: 1.54060 
K-Alpha2 [Å]: 1.54443 
K-Beta [Å]: 1.39225 
K-A2 / K-A1 Ratio: 0.50000 
Generator Settings: 10 mA, 15 kV 
Diffractometer Number: 0 
Goniometer Radius [mm]: 200.00 
Dist. Focus-Diverg. Slit [mm]: 91.00 
Incident Beam Monochromator: No 
Spinning: Yes 
 
 
Graphics 
 
      
 
 
 Peak List 
 
Pos.[°2Th.]  Height[cts]  FWHM[°2Th.]  d-spacing[Å]  Rel.Int.[%]  
Tipwidth[°2Th.]  Matched by 
    23.1006       151.44       0.1968       3.85029         7.14           
0.2362  00-047-1743        
    26.6564       137.59       0.1476       3.34421         6.48           
0.1771  00-033-1161        
    29.4670      2122.43       0.1968       3.03132       100.00           
0.2362  00-047-1743        
    31.5229        44.88       0.2952       2.83816         2.11           
0.3542  00-047-1743        
    36.0450       226.86       0.2460       2.49179        10.69           
0.2952  00-047-1743        
    39.4907       394.82       0.1968       2.28196        18.60           
0.2362  00-047-1743;00..   
    43.2492       353.19       0.1968       2.09196        16.64           
0.2362  00-047-1743        
    47.6247       363.83       0.2460       1.90948        17.14           
0.2952  00-047-1743        
    48.6106       416.93       0.2460       1.87303        19.64           
0.2952  00-047-1743        
    56.6954        66.99       0.2952       1.62364         3.16           
0.3542  00-047-1743        
    57.5034       153.86       0.2952       1.60273         7.25           
0.3542  00-047-1743;00..   
    60.8358       104.43       0.3936       1.52268         4.92           
0.4723  00-047-1743        
    63.2114        35.35       0.3936       1.47106         1.67           
0.4723  00-047-1743        
    64.7835        98.97       0.1968       1.43911         4.66           
0.2362  00-047-1743        
    65.7652        64.87       0.3936       1.41999         3.06           
0.4723  00-047-1743;00..   
    70.4017        34.31       0.3936       1.33740         1.62           
0.4723  00-047-1743        
    73.0581        44.30       0.3936       1.29519         2.09           
0.4723  00-047-1743        
    77.3991        37.76       0.3936       1.23303         1.78           
0.4723  00-047-1743;00..   
    81.6445        44.58       0.7872       1.17932         2.10           
0.9446  00-047-1743;00..   
    83.9522        62.52       0.4920       1.15268         2.95           
0.5904  00-047-1743;00..   
    95.1581        77.31       0.8400       1.04347         3.64           
1.0080  00-047-1743;00..   
 
 
Identified components 
 
 
Visible  Ref.Code     Score    Compound Name         Displ.[°2Th]  Scale Fac.  
Chem. Formula          
*        00-047-1743       86  Calcite                      0.060       0.739  
Ca C O3                
*        00-033-1161       24  low quartz, silica           0.020       0.082  
Si O2                  
  
Graphics 
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Parameters Used for Permeability Estimation 
 
Parameters used for permeability estimation: 
  Compressibility of the porous skeleton 8 2( ) (7.22)10 m /kNeffC −=   
    Compressibility of the pore water at 210 C (White, 1986) 9 2( ) (454.1)10 m /kNwC −=  
    Dynamic viscosity of water at 210 C 6 2( ) 10 kNsec/mη −=  
    Porosity of the limestone =  0.015 
    Area of cross section of the limestone sample 20.007854 m=  
    Volume of water in the compressed region 6 3( ) (29.9)10 mwV −= (thick end plate used for samples 
2 and 3) 
Volume of water in the compressed region 6 3( ) (18.75)10 mwV −= (thin end plate used for sample 1) 
These values give  
           
1
2
2
2 2
1
(67.252) sec for thin porous plates( )
(26.402) sec for thick porous plates
w eff
w w
K
A K nC C
V C
K
η
−
−

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 Ω = = 
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Sample 1 Decay Curves 
5MPa loading 
 
  
10MPa Loading 
 
  
15MPa Loading 
 
  
20MPa Loading 
 
  
15MPa Unloading 
 
  
10MPa Unloading 
 
  
5MPa Unloading 
 
  
Sample 2 Decay Curves 
5MPa loading 
 
  
10MPa Loading 
 
  
15MPa Loading 
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5MPa Unloading 
 
  
Sample 3 Decay Curves 
5MPa loading 
 
  
10MPa Loading 
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Appendix C: X-ray Fluorescence Data
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Trace Element Analytical Laboratories
Earth and Planetary Sciences
McGill University, 3450 University Street
Montreal, QC  CANADA  H3A 2A7
X-Ray Fluorescence Major Element Analytical Package
Selvadurai/Najari
Sample SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O P2O5 BaO Ce Co Cr2O3 Cu Ni Sc V Zn LOI Total
# 3 21.29 0.3150 5.74 1.8699 0.0524 2.66 34.43 0.3268 1.22 0.114 87 30 <d/l 53 18 13 18 48 8 32.08 100.13
#4 5.87 0.0763 1.55 0.5397 0.0386 0.99 48.72 0.0672 0.19 0.162 <d/l 16 <d/l 25 9 <d/l 17 20 <d/l 41.88 100.09
Stanstead Granite 69.50 0.3641 15.48 2.8290 0.0386 1.35 2.74 4.3392 2.69 0.139 884 15 <d/l 88 2 17 <d/l 45 45 0.75 100.33
Detection Limits(ppm): 60 25 120 25 25 95 15 35 25 35 12 15 10 10 2 3 10 7 2 100
Note: The results are expressed as weight percent, the trace elements (BaO to Zn) as ppm (ug/g).
Analyses done on fused beads prepared from ignited samples.
Detection limits are based on three times the background sigma values.
"int" indicates that there is interference from unusually high quantities of other trace elements.
X-Ray Fluorescence Major Element Analytical Package
Sample SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O P2O5 BaO Ce Co Cr2O3 Cu Ni Sc V Zn LOI Total
Dark 21.29 0.3150 5.74 1.8699 0.0524 2.66 34.43 0.3268 1.22 0.114 87 30 <d/l 53 18 13 18 48 8 32.08 100.1
Light 5.87 0.0763 1.55 0.5397 0.0386 0.99 48.72 0.0672 0.19 0.162 <d/l 16 <d/l 25 9 <d/l 17 20 <d/l 41.88 100.1
Note: The results are expressed as weight percent, the trace elements (BaO to Zn) as ppm (ug/g).
Total iron present has been recalculated as Fe2O3.  In cases where most of the iron was originally in the ferrous state (usually the case with 
unaltered rocks) a higher total is the result.
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